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Scott Air-Pak® 75™ SCBA 

50 Words

The Scott Air-Pak® 75™ SCBA is defining the future of SCBA technology by going beyond the standards 

with innovative features, advanced technologies, and optional accessories not available on any other 

SCBA, while continuing to offer the time-tested legendary features and relaible performance you've come 

to know from Scott.

100 Words

The Scott Air-Pak® 75™ SCBA is defining the future of SCBA technology by going beyond the standards 

with innovative features, advanced technologies, and optional accessories not available on any other 

SCBA, such as integrated carrying handles, buddy indicators lights, a Drag Rescue Loop (DRL) for 

rescuing downed firefighters, an angled mechanical gauge with edge lighting, a simplified central power 

management system with a single battery module, and a streamlined backframe for improved hose 

management and user comfort, all while continuing to offer the time-tested legendary features and 

reliable performance you've come to know from Scott.

200 Words

The Scott Air-Pak® 75™ SCBA is defining the future of SCBA technology.  It is designed to meet and 

exceed the rigors of the latest industry approvals and NFPA standards offering time-tested legendary 

features you've come to trust from Scott — the cost savings benefit of Top-Down-Convertibility™, 

the comfort of the AV-3000™ facepiece, the dependability of the EZ-Flo® regulator, and the reliability 

of integrated HUD electronics.  Beyonds the standards, the Air-Pak 75 SCBA provides innovative 

convenience features such as integrated carrying handles, buddy indicator lights, a Drag Rescue Loop 

(DRL) for rescuing downed firefighters, an angled mechanical gauge with edge lighting, a simplified 

central power management system with a single battery module, and a streamlined backframe for 

improved hose management and user comfort.  Options include the Pak-Tracker™ Firefighter Locator 

System, the EPIC™ Voice Amplifier, and the Pak-Alert® SE7 PASS device.  All these features come togeter 

in a durable, dependable SCBA system with low cost of ownership backed up by the best warranty in 

the industry.  Scott's long standing record of innovative engineering, relaible performance, and its well 

established reputation for customer satisfaction and the highest performance protection continues with 

the Air-Pak 75 SCBA.
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Scott Air-Pak® NxG7™ SCBA 

50 Words

The Scott Air-Pak® Nxg7™ SCBA is defining the future of SCBA technology by going beyond the 

standards with innovative features, advanced technologies, and optional accessories not available on 

any other SCBA, while continuing to offer the time-tested legendary features and relaible performance 

you've come to know from Scott.

100 Words

The Scott Air-Pak® Nxg7™ SCBA is defining the future of SCBA technology by going beyond the 

standards with innovative features, advanced technologies, and optional accessories not available 

on any other SCBA, such as Snap-Change™ cylinder valve, cylinder engage/disengage lights, buddy 

indicator lights, a Drag Rescue Loop (DRL) for rescuing downed firefighters, an angled mechanical gauge 

with edge lighting, a simplified central power management system with a single battery module, and a 

streamlined backframe for improved hose management and user comfort, all while continuing to offer 

the time-tested legendary features and reliable performance you've come to know from Scott.

200 Words

The Scott Air-Pak® Nxg7™ SCBA is defining the future of SCBA technology.  It is designed to meet and 

exceed the rigors of the latest industry approvals and NFPA standards offering time-tested legendary 

features you've come to trust from Scott — the cost savings benefit of Top-Down-Convertibility™, 

the comfort of the AV-3000™ facepiece, the dependability of the EZ-Flo® regulator, and the reliability 

of integrated HUD electronics.  Beyonds the standards, the Air-Pak Nxg7 SCBA provides innovative 

convenience features such as Snap-Change™ cylinder valve, cylinder engage/disengage lights, buddy 

indicator lights, a Drag Rescue Loop (DRL) for rescuing downed firefighters, an angled mechanical gauge 

with edge lighting, a simplified central power management system with a single battery module, and 

a streamlined backframe for improved hose management and user comfort.  Options include the Pak-

Tracker™ Firefighter Locator System, the EPIC™ Voice Amplifier, and the Pak-Alert® SE7 PASS device.  All 

these features come togeter in a durable, dependable SCBA system with low cost of ownership backed 

up by the best warranty in the industry.  Scott's long standing record of innovative engineering, reliable 

performance, and its well established reputation for customer satisfaction and the highest performance 

protection continues with the Air-Pak Nxg7 SCBA.


